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Winter to Spring

Clifton Creek Primary School present...

Welcome

Thursday lunch time.

again to The
Dirt, a newsletter dedicated to our
kitchen garden program.
We aim to use this space to let
the community know what happens
here on a Thursday morning - how
you can get involved, as well as
show off some of the wonderful
things grown, cooked, written about
and learnt.

Seasonal Happenings: Spring
Our strawberry plants are now two
years old and not as productive as
they once were. :( But the old
strawberry plants spit out runners
with baby strawberry plants on the
end, so we divided them up and
planted them back into our patch
so new strawberries can grow!
Everyone loves strawberries. :D
We are planting new annual
summer plants using the seeds that
we saved last summer. Some of the
plants we are excited about growing
are sweetie tomatoes, rainbow
tomatoes, yellow cherry tomatoes,
watermelon and rockmelon.
Written by Amber

Amber with one of many tasty and
colourful spring salads.

Scarecrows

Frogs in a Healthy Garden
We are happy to report that we have been
finding quite a few frogs in our garden
which indicates a healthy environment.
This one pictured was found by Ashley and
identified as a Southern Brown tree frog.
This followed sightings of a Peron’s tree
frog in our worm farm and a Striped Marsh
frog in our herb spiral. We are hoping they
will eat a few slaters for us.

Over the holidays bowerbirds came
to eat our plants. The solution to this
problem was to make scarecrows,
we used hay and wooden poles.
They turned out great and they
worked to scare the birds away success! :D
Written by Rhys

New garden bed.

Our new bed

We have a new bed in the middle of our garden, it
is the biggest bed in the whole garden challenging
the sloping bed. It is a wicking bed which means
it is plastic lined so our plant roots always have
access to a water reservoir. This is great because
we don’t have to water the plants as much on the
holidays or the weekends. We didn’t use soil to fill
our new bed… we used horse poo! We are going
to plant some watermelon, rockmelon, eggplants
and capsicums. Michael made it for us….
THANK YOU MICHAEL!!
Written by Amber

Our favorite recipe this term was...

Vietnamese SPRING Rolls

Ingredients:
½ cup bean thread noodles
1 small onion, chopped
6 spring onions, chopped
About 200 g minced chicken
1 Tbsp fish sauce
Spring roll wrappers
Lettuce leaves
Vietnamese mint, coriander
and chives

Method:
- Soak noodles in boiling water for a few
minutes, and chop into short lengths
- Mix into chicken, onions and fish sauce
using two forks
- Cut wrappers in half and place a small
amount of filling on a piece of wrapper
- Roll into a tube, tucking the ends in
- Place seam side down in very hot oil, turn
with tongs until brown all over,
drain on kitchen paper

Nuoc Cham sauce:
Combine 1 Tbsp fish sauce, 1 clove crushed garlic, 1 chopped hot chilli,
1 tsp palm sugar, juice of ½ lemon and ½ cup water. Stir and leave for ½
hour.
To serve:
Place a roll on a lettuce leaf, add a piece of coriander, vietnamese
mint and chives. Sprinkle with nuoc cham, roll it all up and enjoy - we
certainly did!

Rhys with one of our very own home
grown portabello mushroom!

HUGE Thankyou to Andrew
Brown for his weekly donations of
goat manure and beautifully potted
up seedlings.

We need your help!

Do you like cooking or gardening? Or
just hanging out with a bunch of cool
kids?
The
Stephanie
Alexander
Kitchen Garden Program relies on its
volunteers. Come and potter in the
garden or create in the kitchen with
us on a Thursday morning - it’s great
fun!

We were all amazed and delighted with the
size of Gareth’s turnip crop.

Selling Fast....

a collection of our best grown,
harvested, prepared and shared
recipes. $10ea

Check out our sparkley website for more details
and photographs of the program:

http://www.cliftoncreekps.vic.edu.au/
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